Life Coach Training Includes Spiritual Component at Life Mastery Institute
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Life Mastery Institute, founded by inspirational life coach Mary Morrissey, not only focuses on the tools to live a better life but also on the spiritual aspects of life coach training.

(Newswire.net -- November 26, 2013) Simi Valley, California --

Going through life coach training at the Life Mastery Institute does not just teach students how to become a life coach, although of course that is a primary objective. Mary Morrissey's total life coach training curriculum not only includes components on how to become a life coach and how to operate a business after receiving life coach certification but also includes components on the spiritual aspects of life coaching.

A spiritual life coach is more than just a cheerleader to help people realize their potential. Spiritual life coaching includes incorporating spiritual components into life coaching pathways to fully tap into the unrealized power people possess.

Mary Morrissey, the founder of Life Mastery Institute, has successfully trained hundreds of life coaches not only to take control of life mastery techniques and to teach them to others but also to incorporate spiritual coaching and spiritual life into the fabric of successful living. Ms. Morrissey is one of the founding leaders in the current movement to live more productive and successful lives based on tapping into the unrealized power of the human spirit. Mary Morrissey has spoken of her techniques and beliefs at places as prestigious as the United Nations and with personages such as His Holiness the Dalai Lama. Her techniques have been shown over and over to give reliable and predictable positive results when they are implemented.

Training at the Life Mastery Institute can help those who are struggling with empowerment issues not only to learn how to be successful life coaches but to balance their own inner spiritual power and live more successfully themselves. This, in turn, can lead to more successful mentoring and teaching of others.

About Life Mastery Institute and Mary Morrissey: After more than 30 years as a successful life coach, Mary Morrissey founded the Life Mastery Institute to train others to become spiritual life coaches. Empowering hundreds every year to begin careers as life coaches, Mary Morrissey's training is designed to tap into the spiritual aspects of life coaching as well as the practical ones.
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